
DRIVECAM PROTECT 

SAFETY PROGRAM

Simplify Your Fleet Management
DriveCam Protect uses powerful, 
high-performance analytics to score 
drivers which helps you identify your 
best drivers for recognition, and 
focus on riskier drivers who could 
benefit from coaching. 

Focus On 20 percent of Your Active 
Fleet
Select drivers you want to manage 
each month for video coaching, and 
monitor the progress of every driver 
with insightful data and scores.

Protect All of Your Drivers
Gain peace of mind for your entire 
fleet and protect all your drivers with 
retrievable video as needed. Additional 
fees may apply.

A True Picture of Performance
When triggered by an unusual driving incident, our event recorder 
captures video and data that can help inform coaching sessions, 
reward good driving, and exonerate drivers from false claims.

Keep Your Company’s Future Safe
Minimize and prevent collisions with Lytx® predictive analytics – 
actionable intelligence gathered from over 45 billion miles  
of driving data.

Actionable Insights for Effective Coaching 
Get 24/7 access to prioritized coaching tasks, analytics,  
and extensive reporting tools from our secured 
DriveCam Online® portal.

Learn Quickly with Online Training
Leverage expert resources specifically designed to help you  
be successful with your DriveCam® safety program.

Achieve Fast ROI from a Rapid Rollout
Our best-in-class implementation process will have you up-and-
running in no time, so you can see immediate results and a rapid 
return on investment.

Change Driving Behavior for the Better
Research shows that short, positive coaching interventions  
can help instill positive, lasting changes that improve overall  
fleet safety.

Identify and focus on the 20 percent of your drivers who would benefit most from coaching with 
the DriveCam® Protect program. 
 
This streamlined video-based safety program gives you industry-leading video technology, predictive analytics, and proactive 
training tools to help you reduce risks and prevent collisions – all with little impact on your day-to-day operations.  It’s a simple and 
efficient way to manage your drivers for a safer, more productive fleet. 

DRIVECAM PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

THE DRIVECAM PROTECT SAFETY PROGRAM

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS BY MANAGING YOUR MOST AT-RISK DRIVERS



DRIVECAM PROTECT SAFETY PROGRAM

READY TO LEARN MORE?

Additional Details

• Effective coaching options

• Application Programming

Interface (API) integration

• Extended video clip length

Program Enhancements

• ActiveVisionSM service for

drowsy and distracted driving

• ADAS management

• Speed management

• Fuel management

• Fleet tracking

• RAIR® CSA and ELD

compliance

Programs

• Flexible trial, financing,

and upgrade options
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OUR CLIENTS SEE TRUE RESULTS

For nearly twenty years, our clients have trusted us to help protect their drivers and 
their reputations, giving us a nearly 100 percent client retention rate. They know we’re 
100 percent invested in helping them achieve their long-term goals. And we’ll be 100 
percent invested in helping you achieve yours.

We continually invest in innovative technologies to make DriveCam Protect the most 
accurate, effective risk management and driver coaching tools available.

OUR PROGRAMS ARE PROVEN TO CHANGE DRIVER BEHAVIOR

We combine expert event review and analysis, advanced analytics, and a 
comprehensive coaching program to help improve driver performance and fleet safety.

Driver returns
to the field with 
improved skills

Events are 
reviewed, 
analyzed, and 
scored

Coach accesses
secured online site
(DOL 3) for events,
dashboards, 
and scores

Coach reviews
information,
events, and
scores with
driver

Lytx® 
technology 
captures 
events that
could be caused by
risky driving

Lytx® uploads
events via a wireless
network

START

CONTACT

To learn more, contact your 
Carolina Casualty 
representative 
www.carolinacas.com 
800.874.8053


